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by Maximum Likelihood (PAML) package (version 4.4d) (83). Alignments of nucleotide sequences 161 from the 59 C. trachomatis strains and C. muridarum (built and corrected on MEGA5) were converted 162 into the "interleaved" PHYLIP format using the BioEdit package (version 7.0.0)
163
(http://www.mbio.ncsu.edu/bioedit/bioedit.html), where stop codons were removed from sequences.
164
The branch-site test is a robust bioinformatic approach (84) that is recommended to infer positive for positive selection, which should rely on well-defined biological hypotheses (85). Thus, based on the 177 assumption that some genes might be involved in C. trachomatis phenotypic dissimilarities as a result 178 of targeted positive selective pressures, we created six comprehensible biological hypotheses (H1-H6).
179
The hypotheses evaluate the existence of genes under positive selection that may be involved in the 180 following biological processes: specific cell-appetence to columnar epithelial cells of ocular (H1) or 181 genital mucosae (H2), and to mononuclear phagocytes (H3); pathogenic diversity among strains 182 causing ocular disease (H4), genital disease (H5), or hemorrhagic proctitis and suppurative lymphadenitis (H6). Only the genes for which the phylogeny supported any of these scientific 184 hypotheses were tested.
185
Finally, as recombination may bias the results of positive selection, we used published data on 186 recombination analysis enrolling all C. trachomatis genes (39, 41, 49) to inspect whether the genes 187 selected for the present study showed evidences of recombination. Consequently, for the genes 188 showing incongruent trees where unequivocal recombination was detected within a specific branch, the 189 analysis of positive selection was excluded a priori for the corresponding biological hypothesis. On the 190 other hand, genes yielding congruent trees but for which recombination had been previously detected 
RESULTS
198
Polymorphism significance of the selected genes. Distribution of point mutations in C.
199
trachomatis chromosome is highly heterogeneous. Although the selected genes ( Fig. 1 Table 1 for details) (21, 25, 35, 38, 66, 68, 78 background. In our study, a similar scenario may stand for CT105, which is a pseudogene for the ocular 381 strains whereas our results suggest that it may be involved in the strains' appetence to the genital 382 epithelium ( Fig. 6 and Table 1 ).
383
Our results showed that non-silent changes differentiate strains with different cell-appetence or 384 pathogenesis (Fig. 5) and involve genes whose functions may underlie distinct phenotypes. In fact,
385
among the 25 genes identified as positively selected along specific lineages ( the inclusion membrane (SEC), and "other genes" (see methods and Table S2 for details) are
713
represented by squares, circles, triangles, and crosses, respectively. Neutrality line is also shown. trees, but for which a specific biological hypothesis may be affected by recombination (49). See Table   742 1 for details on positively selected codons. 9S**, 17R**, 26S**, 30R**, 105T** , § , 136D**, 138L**, 157Q**, 158T**, 222P**, 238R**, 244V**, 256S**, 287R**, 300P**, 303N**, 307E**, 311F**, 322Y**, 323D**, 324S**, 325K**, 339R**, 340G**, 343S**, 354H**, 358K**, 361L** 
